Felipe Salles Group

Ensemble members:
- Felipe Salles—woodwinds (composer)
- Jacam Manricks—woodwinds
- Laura Arpiainen—violin
- Joel Yennior—trombone
- Nando Michelin—piano
- Fernando Huergo—bass
- Bertram Lehmann—drums
- Rogerio Boccato—percussion

Title of the commissioned work: South American Suite

Instrumentation:
- woodwinds; woodwinds; violin; trombone; piano; bass, drums, percussion.

Composer’s Statement:
"South American Suite is a journey through Felipe Salles’ influences, blending South American and Brazilian traditional rhythms with modern jazz and contemporary harmonies."

Length of the work: 90 Minutes

Recording: Available. Please contact the artist directly.

Stated Technical Requirements:
"PA system that could amplify flutes, trombone, violin, a piano or keyboard, bass, drums and percussion."

Contact Information:
- Composer: Felipe Salles
- Booking contact person: Felipe Salles
- Phone: 718-726-8156
- Cell phone: 917-892-8156
- Email: fsalles@earthlink.net
- Website: www.sallesjazz.com